
PROVEN REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
As your territory expands, you need a regional all-position/steer tire that will 
give your fleet a competitive edge. After millions of test miles, the 108R™ has 
proven to be a top performer in its class. Whether your fleet is involved in 
extended regional-haul or urban high-scrub applications, the deep tread depth 
of the 108R will consistently deliver more miles between replacement and more 
profit to your bottom line.

ALL-POSITION

Backed by a 6-year unlimited  
retread casing warranty.

Our 108R is one of many Yokohama 
tires designed to meet SmartWay’s 
stringent low rolling resistance criteria.

REGIONAL AND URBAN 
APPLICATIONS

DESIGNED FOR LONGER SERVICE

Advanced compounding and an angled rib design combine to 
slow the overall wear rate for longer original tread life.

Advanced Compound and Angular Rib Profile

At 22/32nds, the 108R was engineered to give you more miles 
before removal.

Deep Original Tread Depth

Designed for a longer, more stable service life while enhancing water 
dispersion and overall traction on the road.

Five-Rib Tread Design

Made to be our most resilient ever, including a 16-ply rating 
offering increased load capacity so you can carry more freight on 
every trip.

Premium Casing 

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

Reduces damage to the sidewall caused by accidental curbing and 
scrubbing in urban applications.

Sidewall Abrasion Guard

Reduce stone and debris penetration for improved casing life, 
durability and retreadability.

Rock Shield Platforms

ENGINEERED EFFICIENCY

Optimum shape to reduce shoulder ripping and tearing in abrasive 
applications, effectively lowering your cost per mile.

Specially Designed Shoulder
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SMARTSOLUTION® CERTIFIED NETWORK 
Each of the certified dealers that make up our expansive nationwide SmartSolution Certified Network is 
selected to ensure they’re ready to provide the solutions you need, fast.

(800) 282-1570

YOKOHAMA EMERGENCY SERVICE (YES) 
We offer nationwide emergency service, focused on keeping your cargo on the move—24/7/365.

THE YOKOHAMA DIFFERENCE
When you do business with us, you get more than just a world-class tire engineered by some of the industry’s best. 
You also get a partner committed to delivering efficient products and solutions to help your business run more 
smoothly and profitably. Our industry-leading support network truly makes Yokohama the SmartSolution. 
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295/75R22.5 120110831 16H 116.6 9.00 8.25 11.6 40.3 22 12.6 18.9 517 7160@120 6610@120 75

11R22.5 120110832 16H 118.4 8.25 7.50 10.9 41.6 22 12.0 19.4 502 6610@120 6005@120 75

285/75R24.5 120110827 14G 119.2 8.25 7.50 - 9.00 11.1 41.5 22 12.0 19.5 501 6175@110 5675@110 75

11R24.5 120110834 16H 121.7 8.25 7.50 11.0 43.7 22 12.1 20.4 478 7160@120 6610@120 75

SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS

YOKOHAMA IS A SMARTWAY® TRANSPORT PARTNER
Working with the SmartWay program, we’re committed to accelerating the availability, adoption, and 
market penetration of advanced fuel-efficient technologies and operational practices—saving you 
fuel, lowering costs, and reducing adverse impact on the environment.

SMARTSOLUTION® 
Our innovative business philosophy, SmartSolution,® is our commitment to meeting the most essential 
demands of today’s fleets: Longevity, Efficiency, Availability and Dependability.

Yokohama tires are subject to an ongoing development process. Yokohama Tire Corporation reserves the right to change product 
specifications at any time without notice or obligation. Not all models and sizes available in all locations.

ALL-POSITION
REGIONAL AND URBAN 
APPLICATIONS


